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The direcrional characteristics of a spark source of acoustic waves in a solid are studied experimentally' The
angular dependence of the ampiituJes of longitudinal and shear waves and of Rayleigh surface waves is
inuestigated for two principal discharge geometries. A qualitative interpretation of the observed dependences
is given.
The iast few years have witnessed a heightened
interest in various noncontact methods for the 
-gen-
epation of sound. in solid's: electroma$netie,1r2
Iaser,3-5 and other methods. One of the more
promising noncontact methods, proposed quite re-
cently, ll tfre so-caued spark method'- 9r the gen-
eration of sound in sob-ds by electrical breakdown
of the surfaee air layer. 6-d Foremost among the
advantages of this gbneration technique over other
noncont;ct nethods, e.g. 
' 
over the laser method'
is the simplicity of impiementation, compactness 
'low cost, and higher Lfficiency. According to Ref'
?, the principal inechanism of the spark gener^ation
of r"on-=ti" wlves in a solid is the exposure of its
surface to the strong divergent air shock produced
by expansion of the discharge plasma' Since the
ciraracteristie duration of the air-shock pulse near
the diseharge zone can be fairiy small (of the order
of a few teis of nanoseconds); the excited shock
pulses can also be very short. e This means that
-the 
spark method can be used for spectral measu?e-
ments of the parameters of solids, in particular for
ultrasonic spectroscopy and nondestructive testing'
Among the most important properties of any
acoustic wave source are its directivity patterns'
In applieation to the spark generation of sound'
the iirst experimental study of the angular depen-
dence of the red'iatdd fieid was reported in Ref ' 6'
However, the measurements in Ref. 6 were caried
out oniy for longitudinal waves and oniy with elec-
trical discharge directly on the sample' In the
present articie we give the results of detailed ex-
perimental investigations of the directional charac-
ieristics of a spaik souree of acoustic waves in a
solid. We discuss the angular dependence of the
amplitudes of both longitudinal and shear waves 
'
and also of Rayieigh surfaee waves for various dis-
charge geometries and parameters' The knowledge
of tir-esJdependences is essentiai to the practicai
uti[zation of the method in various applications'It also lends deeper insight into the nature of the
spark sound souree in solids '
The experiments were caried out with an
aluminum sample in the shape of a haif-disk of diam-
eter 190 Erm and thickness 30 mm. Electrical dis-
charge took place both on the metal sample- itself 6 ' 7
and 6n an auxitiary grounded electrode. T-s It is
important to note thal the use of an auxiliary elec-
trode permits fuil implementation of the noncontact
method of sound genlration without detracting from
the purity of the lurface; the sample can be either
a metal or a dielectric in this case.
The experimental arangement is shown
schematically in Fig' 1' The high dc voltage souree
1 generates approximately 2.? kV. The storage
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FIG. 2. Dilectivity Patterns of longitudinal acoustie waves gen-
elated by discharge on the sample (curves l-4) and by disclurge
on the auxiliary electrode (d = 0.8 tB' curves 5-7) for a
eapacitanee C = 5?OO,pF. 1) h = 0.2 @; 2) 0'3 m; 3) 0.8 no;
4) 0.8 m; 5) 2 m; 6) I o; 7) 0.5 E.
capacitor C is charged through the current-iimiting
resistor R = 10 M o. The value of the capacitance
C was varied in the interval from 100 pF to 35'000
pF during the measurements. The resistance R'
ihe eapacitance C, and the breakdown *it g"p formed
a relaxation oscillator, whose frequency was varied
from a few hertz to several kilohertz during the
experiments. The oscilloscope sweep was triggered.
synchronously with electrical breakdown from the
capacitative divider Cr, Cz.
The main bronze discharge electrode Er had
a roundoff radius -0.3mmand was situated at a
distanqs h frnm the surface of the sample 2. The
value of h was varied by means of a micrometer
drive, whjch had an error of approximateiy 0.03 mm.
The auxiliary grounded electrode Ez (when
used) was aiways situated at the same distance h
from the surface of the samFle as the main eleetrode
E r ; the spacing d of the electrodes was fixed at
a value of approximatelY 0.8 mm.
The excited longitudi.nal acoustic wave pulses
were reeeived by the circular piezoeeramic wafers
3 of diameter 15 mm with a center frequency of 2
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I{Hz and by a Uthium niobate wafer of dimensions
6 
' 
8 mm2 with a center frequency of 5 MHz.
Piezoceramic wafers of dimensions 6 x 10 mm2 with
a center frequency of 5 MHz were used to record
the shear waves. The received longitudinal and
shear waves were identified by the pulse delay times.
The piastic coupling biock 4, wtrich had the same
radius of curvature as the aiuminum sample, was
used to ensure smooth displacement of the trans-
ducers aiong the perirneter of the sampie. Epoxy
resin was used to form an acoustic bond between
the coupling block and the sample.
The wideband preamplifier 5 with a low noise
level and a gain of 60 dB was housed in a common
metal easing with the piezoceramic plate. This
a"rangement made it possible to lower the stray
electromagnetic noise level and, accordingly, to en-
hanee the acculacy of the measurements. The
amptified signal was subsequently transmitted to
the high-pass filter 6, which lowered the noise
level of the spark discharge, and then to the input
of the oscilloscope ?.
The directivity patterns of the Rayleigh sur-
face waves excited by the spark di.scharge lYere
investigated on a sample in the form of an aluminum
disk of diemeter 300 mm and thickness 18 mm. Break-
down took place both on the sample and on the
auxiliary eieetrode. The Rayleigh waves were re-
ceived by a standard wedge transducer, to which
was attached a piezoeeramic wafer of diameter 15
mm with a center frequency-of 2 MHz.
Figure 2 shows the angular dependence of the
amplitudes of the eiectrical signals U g(0) corre-
sponding to the generated longitudinal acoustic waves
of frequency 2 MHz (curves 1-3 and 5-?) for vari-
ous values of the capacitance C and the electrode
height h. Curve 4 was plotted from measurement
using the lithium niobate wafer with a center fre-
quency of 5 MHz. It follows from Fig. 2 that the
directivity maxima are oriented in the direction of
the normal to the surface both for discharge on
the sampie (curves 1-4) and for discharge on the
auxiliary electrode (curves 5-?), and tbe angular
dependenees themselves are similar in ail cases.
ti
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FIG. 3, DirectiviEy patterns of shear acoustic waves generated
by discharge on the sasple (curves 1-3) md by discharge on the
auiliary electrode (d = 0.8 ro, cuwes 4-5). 1) C = 5200 pF,
h = o.4m; 2) c = 5200 pFr h = o.8xm; 3) C - 351000 pF, h = 0.8
m; 3) C = 5200pF, h = 2 m; 5) C = 5?OO PF, h = 0.5 m; 6)
C = 35,000 pF, h = 0.5 m.
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Figure 3 shows the dj-rectivity patterns of the
' generated shear acoustic waves of frequency 5 MHz
for various values of the capacitance C and the
height h. We see that the angular dependences
for shear waves U1(8) have a more complicated shape
than in the case of longitudinal waves. The posi-
tions of the maxima depend on the discbarge
technique: The maxima for discharge on the sample
are observed at angles 0 'v 40o for ali vaiues of
C, and the maxima for diccharge on the auxiliary
eiectrode are strifted toward larger angles 8. Ac-
cording to s5rmmetry considerations, wtren the air
shock is incident on the surface of the sample, shear
waves should not be excited in the direction of the
normal to the surfaee (0 = 0). In the experiment,
however, nonzero ninima were observed at 0 = 0,
evidently because of the influence of deviations of
the aetual experimental geometry from the ideal sym-
metrical case.
Measurements of the directivity patterns of
Rayleigh waves generated in a spark discharge showe
that the patterns are isotropic within the measure-
ment error iimits for all the experimental values
of C and h, both for discharge on the sampie and
for discharge on the auxiliary electrode. We have
therefore omitted them here.
The directivity patterns of elastic waves gen-
erated by a spark discharge can be calculated quan-
titativeiy, i.n prineiple, by solving the problem of
the refraction of a strong divergent shock wave
at the interface between a gas and a iinearly elastie
solid. Since this problem laeks a rigorous solution,
we restrict the ensuing discussion to a quaUtative
interpretation of the plotted experimental curves
of U g,1(s).
For thjs purpose, we associate the effect of
the shock wave on the surface of the soiid with
a eertain effective normal force Fn, whieh depends
on the distance p from the epicenter and on the
time, whereupon the generation of elastic waves
in a solid half-space can be redueed to the axisym-
metrical Lamb probiem ro,1: for the effective force
Fn(t, p). The dependence of this force on the
coordinates and on the time must clearly exhibit
a lagged (wave) behavior Fn(t, p) = Fn[t - p/v(p)],
being deterrnined by the path traced by the shock
wave on the plane. Introducing the height I of
the lower boundary of the discharge zone above
the plane and the d.istance r = (p2 + 9.2)\12 from
the lower boundary of the discharge zone to the
observation point, we see at once that the veiocity
v( p ) of the pulse representing the effective normai
force along the surface is related to the veiocity
v(r) of the spherical shock front 
.by the equation
v( p) = d pi dt =, v(r) (l + h2 lo2)tlz. In turn,
v(r) .u (E/po )1/?r- s/2, u'here E is the electrical
discharge energ'y spent in generation of the shock
wave, and po is the equiLibrium air density. 12 
' 
13
The pressure p(r) at the shock front is known to
be related to v(r) by the equation p(r) t povz(r) t
r-3 = (p2 + L2)-312. Consequently, the forceFn(t, p), which is of the same order of magrr.itude
as p(r), must clearly decrease rapidiy as p is in-
creased.
* In the case of discharge on the samle it can
;.. be assumed that !. = 0, and-so r = p. The veloeity[. v( p) now decreases as o-3/2 to the value of the
F' sound velocity in air co (Refs. ? and 12). Ac-
L eor'dingly, the pressure p( p) is proportional to
i,r p-t initially and then varies .up-]. In the casei: of discharge on the auxiliary eiectrode [ = h, and
S, I
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FIG. 4. Calculated directivi.ty pattems of longitudirEl (cwe
1) and shan (cu:se 2) eaves generated by a vertic€.l lusrped
force ia e elastic tralf-space.
the.function v(p) 
^,( p2 + h2)- 3/! (1 + hzlp2)r 12 =o-s/r (1 + hzlp2 )-ti u decreases somewhat more
slowly at small values of p. More significant, how-
ever, is the fact that the pressure p( p) ru (p2 +
t.2)- 312 in this ease does not have a singularity
in the limit p + 0, but is characterized by a
plateau of-radius p', \ h in the neighborhood of
the epieenter. In -other words, the distributed
character of the force source Fn(t, p) in the case
of discharge on the auxi.liary eiectrode is manifested
more explicitiy than in the case of discharge on
the sampie, where the source can eieariy be re-
garded as a point source,
For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the calculated
directivity patterns of longitudinal (curve 1) and
shear (curve 2) waves generated by a vertieai lumped
force (point source) in an elastic half-space 11 for
a Poisson ratio o = 0.35, which corresponds to
aluminum. We first compare the theoretical curve
for shear waves with the corresponding experi-
mental curves of U1( 0) in the case of discharge
direetiy on the sample (Fig. 3, curve 1-3). We
see that curve 2 i-n Fig. 4 and curves 1-3 in Fig.
3 are quaiitatively similar, consistent with the as-
sumption that the source is a point source,
In the case of discharge on the auxiliary elec-
trode, on the other hand, the observed ehanges
in the behavior of the experimental curves (curves
4-6 in Fig. 3) are obviousiy assoeiated with the
iagged character of the force Fn = Fn[t - p/v( o;1,
which can exert an appreciable influence in the case
of a distributed source. lndeed, according to pr€-
vious experimental data,7 the veiocity of the shock
wave vlr=h = 1000 mls at a height h equal (e.g.)
to 0.2 mm. In accordance with the foregoing dis-
cussion, the velocity of its trace on the surface
v( p) = v ly=6(1 + h?l 92)r/: can be considerablyhigher than 1000 m/s near the epicenter (at p: h).
In particuiar, the velocity v(p) ean also exceed
the shear bulk wave velocity c1 in the solid (e1
3100 m/s for aluminum), wtr-ich evidently accounts
for the onset of the additional maxima of curves
5 and 6 in Fig. 3 at 0 r ?0o. The form of the
U1(e) curve (curve 4) also differs from the
theoreticai curve in Fig. 4 for an electrode height
h = 2 mm, but the pronounced maximum at largeI is not observed here. Its absence can probably
be attributed to the fact that the velocity of the
shock wave is ciose to the sound veioci.ty in air
co = 340 m/s as it approaches the surface in this
case, and the velocity v( p) exceeds the velocity
et only in a small neighborhood of the epicenter.
We now discuss the directivity characteristic
U t(e) for longitudinal waves (Fig. 2). ln thi.s
case all the experimental curves decrease mono-
tonically as the angle I deereases, both in the case
of discharge on the sample (curves 1-4) and in the
/,t
t,0
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case of discharge on the auxiliary electrode (curves5-7); this result agrees with the theoretical eurvein Fig. 4, wtrich is caiculated for a lumped force.In regard to the experimental curves 1-4, this fact
confirms the point character of the source in dis-
charge on the sampie. On the other hand, the ab-
sence of any appreciable singularities of curves5-7 can be attributed to the larger value of thelongitudinal wave velocity c g in eomparison withthe shear wave velocity (c [ = 6400 m/s for alumi-num), so that it is djffieult for the effeetive forceFn(t, p) to exhibit a lagged behavior.
We note that the..point nature of the spark
source in the case of disqlnrgg on the sample has
also been conciuded by Copper et a1.5 on the basis
of a measurement of tlre angular dependence for
the generated iongitudinal waves. However, our
anal5rsis shows that measurements lirnited to longi-
tudinal vraves are not sufficient for arriving at this(as it happens) correct conclusion with cer{ainty,
because even i.n the case of a distributed source(for discharge on the auxiliary electrode) thedireetivity pattern for longitudinal waves (curves
5-7) have a similar form. The additionaL shear wave
measurements reported in the present study permit
the conclusion of the point character of the spark
soupce in the case of discharge on the sample to
be drawn with absolute certainty.
Thus, the experimental directivity patterns
obtained here for a spark source of acoustic wavesin a solid contain important information about the
distinctive features of the processes of spark sound
generation for two principal discharge geometries.
Of eourse, the measured directivity patterns can
aiso be used directly in practice in connection with
the appUcation of spark sources in ultrasonic diagnos-tic problems.
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